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Hamas sending team to Egypt
for further talks: Hamas said
Thursday that it was sending
a delegation to Egypt for fur-
ther cease-fire talks, in a new
sign of progress in attempts by
international mediators to
hammer out an agreement

between Israel and the militant
group to end the war in Gaza.

After months of stop-and-
start negotiations, the cease-fire
efforts appear to have reached
a critical stage, with Egyptian
and American mediators report-
ing signs of compromise in

recent days. But chances for the
deal remain entangled with
the key question of whether Israel
will accept an end to the war
without reaching its stated goal
of destroying Hamas.

The stakes in the cease-fire
negotiations were made clear

in a new United Nations report
that said if the Israel-Hamas war
stops today, it will still take
until 2040 to rebuild all the
homes that have been destroyed
by nearly seven months of
Israeli bombardment and
ground offensives in Gaza. 

The report warned that the
impact of the damage to the
economy will set back devel-
opment for generations and will
only get worse with every month
fighting continues.

The proposal that U.S. and
Egyptian mediators have put

to Hamas ~ apparently with
Israel’s acceptance ~ sets out
a three-stage process that
would bring an immediate
six-week cease-fire and partial
release of Israeli hostages, but
also negotiations over a “per-
manent calm” that includes

some sort of Israeli withdraw-
al from Gaza, according to an
Egyptian official. Hamas is
seeking guarantees for a full
Israeli withdrawal and complete
end to the war.

Hamas officials have sent
mixed signals about the pro-

posal in recent days. But on
Thursday, its supreme leader,
Ismail Haniyeh, said in a state-
ment that he had spoken to
Egypt’s intelligence chief and
“stressed the positive spirit of
the movement in studying the
cease-fire proposal.”

If Imran Khan strikes a deal, he will
become Shehbaz Sharif
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